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FOURTH PROJECT MEETING | ONLINE 

The 4rth transnational meeting of the project was held online due to 

the covid-19 outbreak and the following restrictions. In the presence 

of all parties, the meeting took place with a core focus on evaluating 

the project’s progress and how milestones of crucial importance might 

have been affected given the circumstances related to the coronavirus 

epidemic. 

 

Among the main topics of the agenda were the content translation, 

the development of the AR game, the ON-OFF4youngsters Academy 

Virtual Space, along with the workshops & pilots and last but not least, 

the evaluation of the second Intellectual Output. Given the new 

regime of working remotely and switching to online activities, most of 

the project’s next steps were re-evaluated and treated accordingly, 

always taking into account each activity’s specific requirements. The 

partners collectively agreed upon postponing the workshops but 

going through with organising the pilots online. 

          ON-OFF project 

ON-OFF aims at assisting professionals 

working with children help them 

identifying the behavioral, situational 

and structural causes that lead to 

online commitment and encourage 

them to adopt a balanced behavior. 

For achieving its main goal, the project 

will develop a toolkit, which is a set of 

tools such as a knowledge repository, 

an ICT-based curriculum and an 

Augmented Reality game. The toolkit 

aims at raising awareness about 

Internet addiction condition and boost 

a balanced approach between online 

commitment and real life interactions. 
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ONOFF4YOUNSTERS ACADEMY  

The ON-OFF4youngsters Academy Virtual Space is set up in the project 

website. A live chat and an online forum have been integrated in the 

Academy to encourage ON-OFF4youngsters enthusiasts to reach out.  

WHAT΄S NEXT?  

→ “ONOFF4Youngsters” workshops will be held during the extension 

period granted for the completion of the project.  

→ Piloting workshops will be held with more than 200 students all 

over Europe. 

→ Multiplier events will be organised in the partner countries in 

September. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Visit our website and follow us in social media 

 
 
   

on-off4youngsters.eu                             on-off4youngsters   #on-off4youngsters 

 

The partners 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://on-off4youngsters.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/on-off4youngsters
https://twitter.com/hashtag/on-off4youngsters?src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=#on-off4youngsters&src=typd
http://on-off4youngsters.eu/

